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Welcome to Issue 1

Pull up a seat. Let me boil some water for you. What started as a 'what-if?' scenario following a
conversation with a student during an in-school food-writing workshop has finally bubbled up into
a real, live, in (digital) print zine: Issue One of The Instant Noodle Literary Review!

I suppose before we begin I should introduce myself in some capacity. My interest in instant
noodles began as a child. I vividly remember my mum making a big bowl of Nissin Demae Sesame
Ramen and splitting it with me as a form of breakfast. I also remember her eventually having to try
to hide the box of them beyond my reach in the kitchen, to stop me from seeking them out myself
at 'inappropriate' times of the night. But it wasn't just the taste of them that constantly drew me
back. It was the packaging, with the smiling yellow-haired boy carrying the box containing a
steaming bowl of goodness. It was also that they were, according to the words on the case of
them, a 'product of Hong Kong', the place of my maternal grandparents' birth. It was the process
of going with my family to the Chinese Supermarket and rummaging through the messy aisles for
things while the bored and slightly annoyed shopkeeper looked on. As I grew older, I tried other
instant noodles, including ones that, in my humble opinion, are definitely better tasting. Yet, Nissin
Demae Sesame Ramen remain my favourite. Sometimes taste simply isn't enough. 

These days I spend my time primarily as a writer and performance maker specialising in food-and-
community issues. Through this work I've had the great fortune to be able to explore the
importance of many different foods to many different people, including the wider prevalence of
instant noodle cultures worldwide. Whether it's the more commonly cheesy varieties of instant
noodle found in Eastern Europe, the Indomie Cafes of Nigeria, Chapagetti, Pot Noodle or
Maruchan, the sheer variety of different cultural experiences opened my mind even further to
their possibilities.

A lot of what I'm doing here I think of as an experiment. Not only have I never thrown out a public
open-call for noodle-inspired writing before, I've also never published an online zine. What I have
done, like many others around the world, is eat A LOT of instant noodles. As such, I'm incredibly
excited to bring each and every one of these pieces to you. They have brought me many different
flavours of joy and warmth, and I hope that for you they will do the same. Take your time, and
enjoy your meal.

 

- Sean Wai Keung, editor.



the girls I know

the girls I know eat ramen from the asian supermarket at the bottom of our road and put a
teaspoon extra of chilli powder in / one of them curls her hair round her index finger / sun 
streams into the kitchen through windows painted with finger marks / the other lays quietly on the
sofa / leg dangling over the arm / book in hand / beads of sweat on either side of her eyes /
on thursday we brush the floors and hang the flowers to dry / I sizzle tofu in garlic sauce and we
turn the radio down to try and hush the crackle
             / If you want mushrooms in it I can add them too/
she wipes a hand under her fringe and the hair clings to the sweat in between her fingers / we
haven’t worn trousers for weeks because the warm weather won’t give up / thighs stick together
 like honey /
I make the ramen with mushrooms and add a teaspoon extra of chilli powder / the summer may
never end.
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Selection of Noodle Ballads
1.

A ridge at sunset
            Forest westward
            Plains east
Both soon dark

Hiking hungry
             I dream of a village
Leeks hang from awnings
             As tables are laid

Before the party
              A moment of quiet
The wrapping of presents
              Sushi and noodles

The clang of pans
Shatters and smashes
Wine on the carpet
Neighbours despair

2.

Potatoes grow
             Under tipped ash
Green shoots
              Push aside silver
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Magnificent cows
Bellow like horns
Milk bottles tremble
By black and white doors

River, clear-running but
            Dancing with rain
            Carries carp
Like candles at night

A fallen tree
             Black mushrooms
Earthworms pull
             Oak to soil

3.

Lobsters huddle
Under warped wood
Storks are wading
Beneath the moon

Midges bite anglers
Who wade, knee-high
In water, bottle-green
                And gentle

Salt on fingers
Fish hang, smoking
Outside on the jetties
The harbour bells clang

The turning winds
Roll our sails
Gurgling bellies
And shivering spoons



4.

Tiny bells
            Ring like starlings
We play pachinko
            As old men drink

A salmon cracks
The silver water
Flies scatter
Pink morning

Children’s fists
Chase flying ants
The smell of vinegar
             It’s summer

Four heads
Around the chessboard
Pipes rattle
Loose dentures



The Balance of a Skater’s Tongue

It was crushed ice and flavouring,
probably packed with unhealthy additives,
that split skaters into Team Raspberry
or Team Strawberry defined by tongue 
colour, served in a café with artificially
orange chairs bolted to the floor
and gouged black rubber matting.
Calories weren’t a concern when 
they would be burnt off on the ice.

That came later, when I was injured
out and unable to exercise off
what I ate. It wasn’t about control
but knowing that fun wasn’t nutritious.
Denial was as tempting as the shiny
glaze on a doughnut, the fluff
of buttercream, the melt of chocolate
on a warm tongue. But, if there’s one
thing skaters know, it’s balance,
a thin blade split into two edges.

Sometimes speed and convenience wins.
I know as I grab a pack of Ramen,
the spicy aroma will trigger taste buds,
the saltiness of soy will balance
the sweet chilli, the noodles will sate
hunger, the portion bigger than I’d
normally give myself. There will be
a trade-off. My brain fools my tongue
into believing the dehydrated vegetables
are fresh-cooked. I was Team Raspberry,
its undertone of tartness, misleadingly
blue: the colour of the subversive.

ℰ𝓂𝓂𝒶 ℒℯℯ8



Ramen® 100,000 mg

Take a seat
I told him about the winter 
that had crystalised inside me 
about the icicles in my stomach
crisscrossing into my gut

Tell me about your diet
My tongue sprouted 
steamed beans grains tofu
dark greens fish lean meat
low fat avocado healthy fats

Do you eat instant noodles?
I confessed to eating a pack
of spicy ramen after midnight 
under my duvet in solitude
after a bout of insomnia

I see (starts typing…)
Side effects of noodles
eaten with restraint include
too much yin in the belly 
grief and melancholy he said
handing over the prescription

"Take 4 packets of Ramen DAILY"

𝒜𝓃𝓃𝒶 𝒞𝒽ℯ𝓊𝓃ℊ9



Not Far From The Tree

Lying awake in my pre-teen darkness, I worry about the fate of the world. It’s 2am in April 1989, a
couple of weeks after the Exxon Valdez oil spill. Everything I’ve been learning about in my sixth-
grade science class — species extinction, acid rain, the challenge of nuclear waste, poisoned
groundwater, rainforest destruction — concerns me. I’m ashamed to be a member of a humanity
whose sole purpose seems to be to ruin everything.

Sometimes at this hour a harsh wind whips the eucalyptus branches outside my window, this
invasive species spreading even across my wall as shadows. On this night, however, coastal
California fog mostly obscures the lights from the apartment complex across the street. All I can
see through my Levelor blinds are sterile orange orbs glowing in the mist, a dark and lifeless
scene reminiscent of the future I fear we’re hurtling toward.

Suddenly I hear a steady creak of footsteps directly above my bedroom, the familiar thunk of the
tap at the sink. My mood instantly brightens. It’s not childhood existential concerns that drive my
father’s late-night migrations, but he too seeks solace in the kitchen. I leap out of bed and pad my
way up the carpeted stairs to join him.

With the lights on it’s impossible to see outside; each window instead reflects the warmth of the
kitchen. Hovering in his navy flannel bathrobe, Dad’s got the gas going full blast under the copper
kettle. When he sees me he picks it up by the wooden handle and swirls it around, gauging its
weight. It whistles weakly. I walk to the pantry and open my own pink-and-yellow packet of
Maruchan instant ramen, adding the brick of noodles to his in the pot he’s warming over a pilot
light. Then I empty the contents of the soup mix packet over the top.

When the kettle starts to whistle in earnest my father deftly swaps the pot in over the fire.
There’s a loud hiss when the boiling water first hits. Dad stirs the ramen with his chopsticks while I
fulfill my own duties for this silent and familiar ritual: Fetch another bowl from the cupboard and
put it on the counter by the stove next to his. Pull a second pair of chopsticks, plus two porcelain
spoons, from the silverware drawer and set them at the table. Pry open a can of braised eel and
resist sneaking any before we’re both seated.

Dad portions the noodles and salty broth from the pot to our awaiting bowls. Then we each carry
our own to the table and sit down. Finally we nod, not exactly to each other but to the comforts
laid out before us, and start slurping. Though no words have been spoken throughout this entire
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exchange, I’ll have no trouble getting back to sleep when we’re finished.

***

Thirty five years later, Mom needs a break from caretaking. It was my brother Adam’s turn last
time so I book yet another flight from New Zealand to help out. I catch myself wondering how
many trans-oceanic flights it would take to outweigh the ecological benefit of my choice not to
have children. Adam recently had a vasectomy and we’ve had this conversation many times. We
never fail to agree on three counts: 1) not having had kids means we’re absolved from global-
footprint variety guilt; 2) having kids definitely would have ruined our respective lives; and 3) the
world’s fucked no matter what we do.

We tried for years to talk Dad into moving to a place with no stairs. We didn’t want his
deteriorating knees to trap him in the master bedroom, perched as it is on the third floor of the
house where Adam and I grew up. But he’s stubborn, and apparently unmoved by the impact of
his decisions on the rest of us. He insists he will die in his own bed. And so someone must carry
his meals up the full flight of stairs, and then return the dishes downstairs afterwards. At least
there’s a bathroom up there. He’s started to need help with that, too.

It’s a clear, cold winter night in California, quite a contrast to the New Zealand summer I’ve come
from. After unpacking my suitcase into the drawers of my childhood bedroom I head back
upstairs to catch up with Mom in the kitchen. She looks a lot older than the last time I saw her,
and very, very tired. She walks me through my father’s current regimen of pills and his new toilet
routine. Tomorrow we’ll start calling around to vet in-home care options.

Over tea she tells me she misses going on long walks with Dad. She tells me about meeting
various friends for lunch. She tells me she wants to go to Paris with one of them next summer.
She tells me she’s proud of us kids. She tells me when Dad’s gone, we can sell the house. She
tells me we won’t have to worry about her, she’ll move into an old folks’ home, she doesn’t want
to be a bother.

That night, between jetlag and the imminence of my parents’ mortality, I can’t sleep. Around 2am
I wander upstairs. There’s light coming from their bedroom so I climb up to investigate. Mom’s
asleep on her side of the bed and there’s Dad, wide awake, holding his glasses up off his nose
with one hand so he can peer underneath at his phone, held close to his face with his other
hand. He looks impossibly small, skeletal.

“Hi Kid,” he says. I catch a tiny wince of pain as he turns to face me.

Once, when I was in my early twenties, he told me just how challenging he found it to be a father.
At the time, my mother was dropping too many hints about wanting grandkids. I heard his 



confession as part apology for his emotional absence, part permission for me to chart my own
path.

“Do you want ramen?” I ask.

“Sure,” he says, his cloudy eyes momentarily brightening.

Downstairs I put water in a pot to boil and grab two packs of his favorite soup noodles, lobster
flavor, made in Hong Kong, the one with noodles cradled in a blister pack as well as the usual
plastic sleeve. Onto a tray I place two bowls. Two sets of chopsticks. Two porcelain spoons. One
can of braised eels, pried open. Tears spring to my eyes when I realize I’m not even sure if he can
still manage chopsticks.

If I move close to the kitchen windows and block the reflections with my silhouette I can see the
eucalyptus trees outside, beautiful and stoic, so still in the calm night. Beyond the apartment
complex, the lights of Tiburon shine double, each one reflected in Richardson’s Bay’s glassy
surface. And beyond that, stars, so many stars.



Once Upon A Time

Once upon a time
Two teddy bears
Raised by wolves
Were home alone
With a box of
Nissin Demae Ramen
The box held thirty soups

They always threw
Away the oil packet
And placed first the noodles
Then the powder in a bowl
Before pouring boiling water

How can teddy bears
Use chopsticks though
They had learned over time
Their round paws growing
Into what vaguely resembled
Humanoid fingers

They kept on developing
Humanoid features

Each soup making them
More and more human-like
The twenty-ninth and thirtieth
Soup did the trick
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Shin Ramyun 

By Lister Square, three sikh kids in school uniforms
eat from shin ramyun cups, standing.

I think of that winter in Estonia. Korean flatmates
receive a huge parcel from home:

instant coffees, ramens, deep-fried seaweed rolls,
shrimp crackers, even crisps.

They’re just different. Nothing like them here. Everything
is dry and safe in individual packages.

Flatmates throw chili powder and dehydrated bits
into the water before boiling noodles.

I can’t remember the exact number of people there
but all of us share only one bowl.

We cup our hands around it, passing it with care.
Every sip of the red soup warms us

in a way that never happens back home.
But how different places are—when I look pretty,

people ask if I'm Korean or Japanese,
and I'm secretly happy that they think so

before admitting that I'm from Hong Kong—
The other day, an Edinburgh-born taxi driver

finds the need to tell me that
he has dated a few Chinese girls.

Although we’re always in our own groups,
he is thankful that we bring in money

𝒯𝒾𝓂 𝒯𝒾𝓂 𝒞𝒽ℯ𝓃ℊ14



and black soybean dishes—for now,
I just want to thank K-pop and Samsung

for making me feel beautiful. I’m pouring milk
into my spicy broth. I’m downing it at once.



Bezwstydny Nudle

You screech down the aisles of the polski sklep. I tell you that here, it’s actually just a sklep, and
that I live here so maybe calm down a bit. Brits abroad. You shriek babes they have Pysio here! I
raise an eyebrow. Bury excitement in embarrassment. Mouth przepraszam to the staff because I
still do not trust the sounds that leave my mouth. I begin to ask what would you think if you saw
two Polish girls screaming about Ribena. I get distracted by a vat of pickled cucumbers and take
too-sharp a left in my quest for vinegared authenticity to balance your sugared tourism. I fill my
basket with herbata czarna, sigh, put the mleko back on the shelf. Another act of self-sabotage
masquerading as assimilation. You tear through snacks, rustling, summoning my disapproval with
your delight. I stare purposefully at carrots I do not want rather than ask a family to let me out of
the veg aisle. I dutifully pick up oszypek, while I wonder if I’ve ever longed for cheddar before. I wish
that this felt easy. You shout babes. You shout what does instant nudle o smaku serowy—cztery
sery? I laugh, relax, translate it back across the aisles instant noodles cheese flavour—four
cheeses. You pick up three packets, say you’ve never seen these at home. I pick up three more. I
tell you they’re authentic. Tell you they’re easy. Tell myself that this is home. 

ℋℯ𝓁ℯ𝓃 ℬℴ𝓌𝒾ℯ16



Fill to the Line: Inside Scotland’s Instant Noodle Museum

By Callum McSorley for Travel Spoilers
25 April 0-99, 08:45

OLD GLESGA, SCOTLAND – In an otherwise unassuming street of old railway units just a few
blocks from Saltmarket Pier in the old town, hides one of the city’s most unique tourist attractions. 

 I say hides, but as you turn off the main canal into the crumbling arc of Osbourne Street – the
arches beneath the ante-pre-Zero railway lines long held up by large timber struts which, I am
assured, are perfectly safe – you can practically see it glowing.

 This is because the entire façade of the Instant Noodle Museum of Scotland is papered with foil
packaging from instant noodles – bright colours and brash branding popping out in English,
Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Thai, Vietnamese, Malay, and more, advertising ramen, pho, japchae,
and all manner of soups and seasonings – glistening under a hard layer of gloss to protect the
bold decoration from the perpetual acid drizzle.

 So striking is the museum frontage that one can consider it an exhibition in itself, which is why
owner and curator Stevie Murray meets me outside despite the inclement weather sizzling on our
rain suits. 

 “Some of these were donated but most of them I collected myself,” Stevie tells me. “If you look at
the expiry dates you can still see on some of them, they date from around eighty or so years ago
to…” – he points here and there to minute little digits (ante-pre-Zero calendar) among the dayglo
branding and shining foil before landing on a specific one, a red, half-torn lid which declares
“KING” with a picture of a bull – “…nearly one hundred and fifty years ago!” 

 Born and bred in the city, Stevie trained as a historian at the University of High Glasgow,
specialising in the pre-Zero era – the so-called “Dark Age” between the Great Collapse and the
Great Reset – before pursuing his passion for this somewhat niche part of food history, eventually
setting up the museum five years ago, originally to house his personal collection which, he says,
his wife wanted out the house.

 Fifty-two, bearded, tall and stringy like a noodle himself, Stevie talks animatedly with a gregarious
manner, expressing himself with his hands and the dynamic depths of a rich baritone voice.
“Some might call it niche,” he says, “but to the people living through that time, instant noodles
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were everything!” With clear passion for his subject on display it seems this is true for him too. “It
was sustenance, it was currency, it was pleasure. Instant noodles made life worth living. I have no
doubt that humans as a species would have died out without them.”

Inside, beyond the velvet rope which Stevie has kindly pulled aside an hour before normal opening
time for me, you are met with a windowless room with bare brick walls and a warm gloom
collecting in the corners of plush carpeting, swept there by the spotlights which dazzle upon rows
and rows of antique noodle packets lining the reclaimed timber shelves.

“This is what I call the ‘British Room’,” Stevie says, a proud, majestic hand wave over his prize pieces.
“All of these – the majority of them various types of Batchelors Super Noodles and Pot Noodles –
would have been in abundance in the ante-pre-Zero days and were therefore the most common
found in the following pre-Zero era. As we’ll see later, there were plenty of imported brands too
but these were the biggest and most popular in what was, back then, the United Kingdom.”

He points to a few of his favourites: “The Bombay Bad Boy”, Pot Noodle, dated 1999 (ante-pre-
Zero), a spicy noodle soup with black packaging decaled with red flames leaping from the burning
logo; Chicken flavoured Super Noodles from 2022, this one a block of dry noodles in blue and
yellow packaging with an odd, cutesy, mouse-like mascot advertising a competition; A cardboard
cup much blander than the rest which Stevie is nonetheless excited over – “This is what would
have been known as a ‘supermarket’s own brand’, it would have been cheaper and probably not as
good, as far as we know, but for a collector…” his big grin finishes the sentence.

I ask a burning question I’d been trying to save for last: Could these noodles, some now over a
hundred years old, still be eaten?

Stevie laughs. “Every visit someone asks that! Well, according to the expiry dates on the labels here,
and a set of manufacturer’s instructions which I uncovered when I was doing my thesis, the answer
is ‘No’. They should be eaten within six months of manufacture. However, as people found out in
the time between the Collapse and the Reset, instant noodles would still be good to eat long after
you and I are nothing but bones in the ground.”

So if I filled up that precious Bombay Bad Boy with boiling water?

“You’d have a delicious meal! And you’d be barred from my museum for life.” He lets out a hearty
laugh. Apparently, I would also be in debt to the tune of some thousands of Smash, just for that
one cup of vintage freeze-dried noodles.

“Speaking of cooking…” Stevie takes me through to the next chamber – the museum spans several
of the units underneath the railway, all of them knocked together, each one sharing the same style
of cave-like stone wall and soft floor interior, mood lighting to show off the exhibits – where a life-
size display shows a mannequin clothed in rags heating water over a makeshift fire.



“Instant noodles were also a good way of getting water into your system safely. Water was often
filthy and teeming with disease – think about trying to drink from the swamp out there! Boiling it
would get rid of most of the germs and mixing it up to make noodle soup with its special ‘flavour
sachet’ would disguise the rotten taste.”

Stevie explains the favourite Dark Age snack was also used as an important unit of barter, with an
almost standardised scale based on calorie content and rarity of flavour. But why noodles? There
were plenty of other packaged, preserved foods ante-pre-Zero.

“Instant noodles were delicious, nutritious, lightweight for carrying around, and, importantly, they
are easy to open – tins would have to be sliced open with a blade or bashed open with a sharp
rock if you couldn’t get an appropriate cutting tool, often spoiling the meal inside. Plus they were
much heavier. Noodles kept you mobile, which in many cases kept you alive. Noodles were also
less morally ambiguous than certain other things on the menu at the time…”

Stevie is coyly referring to certain outposts which turned to cannibalism in the years which
followed the Great Collapse, where eventually the practise of eating other people was no more a
sin than eating a stray cat is today. However, the debilitating diseases wreaked upon those who
fed on human flesh was horrible enough to be seen as a Divine reckoning. Better to stick to
noodles, Stevie’s almost bashful smile suggests.

We come to the ‘Imports’ room, a smaller collection where the pieces are kept behind glass. “As
the Great Collapse approached, these would become rarer and rarer as trade between states
broke down and shipping routes were disturbed by drastically melting sea ice. In fact, the onset of
the Collapse, the approach of the pre-Zero era, can be charted through instant noodles imports.”
He points to a graph on the wall of the world order falling apart in numbers of packaged dry
noodles entering the former United Kingdom.

Is Stevie implying causation? Could greater numbers of noodles have saved our ancestors from
being brought to the brink of extinction? From having to scrabble to survive through decades of
dire poverty, squalor, a hand-to-mouth existence where death was a daily companion? He laughs.
“Of course not. The Collapse was multifaceted. There are many factors which caused it and most
of them began long before the serious problems became apparent. Earth-poisoning, economic
vandalism, anti-diplomacy and war… Falling noodle numbers were just one of many symptoms
ignored by world leaders of the time.”

The walls of this third unit are decorated in blown-up photographs of noodle-heating instructions
in various languages. “It’s universal,” Stevie says. “Whether you are looking at this one here in
Korean or this one in Japanese. One: Fill to the line with boiling water. Two: Stir. Three: Wait a few
minutes. Four: Enjoy. Can you imagine how hard that third step would be when you haven’t eaten
in days?”
Or how good the fourth step would be? By now, the end of the tour, my mouth is watering and
there’s a bowl of instant pork chashu ramen which is making me wonder whether incurring the



large debt (and wrath of Stevie) might actually be worth it. I imagine the salty, umami flavours on my
tongue, the hearty warmth of zingy soup in my belly, the wriggly, burning hot noodles dripping from
my lips. Will we ever see the likes of these mass-produced miracles again?

Stevie gives a wry smile. “The end of a century is always an apocalyptic time. And here we are, the
year 0-99, the end of the first century post-Zero, the first since the Great Reset. You never know,
maybe the time for instant noodles will come again soon.”

              END

              PQ1: “Instant noodles made life worth living. I have no doubt that humans as a species
would have died out without them.”

              PQ2: “Instant noodles would still be good to eat long after you and I are nothing but bones
in the ground.”

              PQ3: “The onset of the Collapse… can be chartered through instant noodles imports.”
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